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ABSTRACT
Aim: We aimed to present a rare case of pseudotumoral tuberculosis of the cervix.
Introduction: Tuberculosis has many localizations. Urogenital and particularly cervical involvement
is rare.
Case Presentation: Our observation concerned a case of pseudotumoral tuberculosis of the
uterine cervix simulating a cancer. The clinical signs were pelvic pain and metrorrhagia, which were
non-specific. The ulcerative-bourgeons appearance of the cervix was suggestive of cancer.
Histology allowed the diagnosis to be made by showing an inflammatory granuloma and the
absence of malignant cells. Despite the absence of bacteriological evidence, the clinical, biological,
and histological presumptive arguments and the good therapeutic response made it possible to
correct the diagnosis. The prognosis of our patient was mainly functional due to the risk of infertility.
Conclusion: The interest of this observation lay in the rarity of this tuberculosis localization,
especially in an immunocompetent subject, and the predominant place of histology.
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37.7°C and her weight 50 kg. Speculum
examination with colposcopy showed an
ulcerating lesion of the uterine cervix. Vaginal
examination revealed a swollen, painful cervix
without bleeding on contact. The rest of the
physical examination was normal. Enlargement
of lymph nodes were not found. A non-specific
inflammatory syndrome with a positive C
C-reactive
protein
(46mg/l)
and
an
accelerated
sedimentation rate was noted. Sputum was
negative for acid-fast
fast bacilli. Retroviral serology
was negative. The tuberculin skin test was 14
mm.

1. INTRODUCTION
Tuberculosis is an endemic disease in subsub
Saharan Africa. It is a public health problem
worldwide [1]. It has multiple localizations.
However, tuberculosis of the cervix is a rare
extra-pulmonary
pulmonary involvement [2,3,4]. It poses the
problem of diagnosis with cervical cancer [5,6,7].
In this presentation, histology has a central role
[7]. We present a case of pseudotumoral
tuberculosis of the cervix.

2. CASE PRESENTATION

Chest and spine X-rays
rays were normal.

A 25 year old woman consulted for pelvic pain.
These were chronic, of moderate intensity,
radiating to the lumbar region, aggravated by
micturition and sexual intercourse, which caused
metrorrhagia. She also had a chronic productive
cough with whitish sputum.
um. This symptomatology
was associated with a fever, predominantly in the
evening, without sweating or chills. A weight loss
of 10 kg in one year, non-selective
selective anorexia and
marked physical asthenia were also noted. She
was 2nd gesture and 2nd part. The patient
pa
had
no particular medical or surgical history, nor any
notion of tuberculosis infection. Her blood
pressure was 100/80 mmHg, her temperature

The cervico-vaginal
vaginal smear was in favor of
moderate vaginitis and a cervicitis disturbing the
cylindrical-pavimentous
pavimentous junction zone, without
any
cellular
abnormality
suspicious
of
malignancy. Histology of the cervical biopsy
specimens showed granulomatous inflammatory
lesions organized in follicles consisting of
epithelioid cells and Langhans-type
type giant cells
without visible necrosis (Figs. 1 and 2). The
diagnosis of cervical tuberculosis was made on
the basis of the presumptive clinical and
histological evidence.

Fig. 1. Cervical
ervical biopsy (high magnification with Haematoxilin Eosin stain) showing tuberculoid
granulomas (stars) and endocervical glands (arrows)
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Fig. 2. endocervical mucosa with a granulomatous inflammatory infiltrate consisting of
Langhans-type
type giant cells (stars)
(s
and epithelial cells
Anti-tuberculosis
tuberculosis treatment was initiated for a
period of 6 months. The treatment consisted of a
therapy
combining
Rifampicin,
Isoniazid,
Pyrazinamide and Etambutol for 2 months,
followed by a dual therapy combining
ining Rifampicin
and Isoniazid for 4 months.

pathologies, particularly neoplasia. Most often,
spontaneous, or provoked metrorrhagia and
leucorrhea are the presenting signs [7,11]. Pelvic
pain and metrorrhagia were the main reasons for
our patient's consultation. The macroscopic
ulcerating appearance of the cervix was primarily
suggestive of cervical carcinoma in our case. In
several publications, a problem of differential
diagnosis with cervical cancer has arisen
[4,5,6].

The evolution was favorable. After four months of
treatment, we noted a disappearance of pelvic
pain and fever, a return of appetite and weight
(58 kg). On vaginal examination, the cervix was
swollen but regular and without bleeding on
contact. The control C - reactive protein was 6
mg/l.

Tuberculosis is a contagious disease caused by
infection
tion with bacilli of the Mycobacterium
tuberculosis complex. It is most often localized in
the lungs [8]. Genital involvement is a rare extraextra
pulmonary localization that is difficult to
diagnose. It poses the problem of functional
prognosis with a risk of infertility [9]. Involvement
of the cervix is rare. In fact, this localization
represents 0.1 to 0.65% of tuberculosis cases
and 5 to 24% of genital tract involvement [10].
Infection generally occurs via the hematogenous
route or by contiguity with endometrial,
endomet
ovarian,
or fallopian tube involvement. More rarely, sexual
transmission is possible [11].

Histological examination plays a fundamental
role in the diagnosis by demonstrating an
inflammatory
granuloma
with
caseous
necrosis. However, inflammatory granulomatous
forms without necrosis, as reported in our case,
can be found [12]. As the clinical signs are
misleading, histology can help to correct the
diagnosis [5,6,7]. However, other infectious or
inflammatory pathologies
ologies may give rise to an
inflammatory granuloma. Thus, culture of the
biopsy specimen with isolation of mycobacterium
is the gold standard for diagnosis [2,5].
However, the culture may be negative in one
third of cases [5]. Gene Xpert could al
also
have contributed to the diagnosis. The culture of
the biopsy specimen was not performed in our
case. Nevertheless, the clinical evolution
under anti-tuberculosis
tuberculosis treatment was an
important therapeutic argument. The disc
discovery of
extra pulmonary tuberculosis requires the
search for immunodepression, particularly
infection with the human immunodeficiency
virus. Our patient had a negative retroviral
serology.

The clinical presentation is variable and the signs
are non-specific
specific and may mimic other pelvic

Anti-tuberculosis
tuberculosis treatment was conducted
according to the current national protocol.

3. DISCUSSION
We reported an observation of tuberculosis of the
uterine
cervix
simulating
carcinoma.
Anatomopathological study allowed us to correct
the diagnosis.
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The evolution was favorable with medical
treatment in our observation. Surgical treatment
is reserved for complications (abscesses,
fistulas) or in case of failure of the well conducted
medical
treatment
[9].
However,
some
publications highlight the occurrence of sequelae
responsible for infertility [11]. The long-term
follow-up of our patient will allow us to evaluate
the obstetrical prognosis.
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